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CHRISTMAS
CRACKERS

NEW

Our custom full colour printed Christmas
Crackers are the final festive touch every
dinner table needs!
Perfect for your office Christmas feast, a fun
customer giveaway or to use as decorations
during the festive period.
As well as the snap and party hat, they include
a custom branded joke and are finished with
a choice of 4 ribbon colours to be chosen at
checkout.
CHRISTMAS CRACKERS 6 for £79.15
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A

A

B

PRESENTATION BOXES

NEW

Our presentation boxes are printed in full colour
to the outer lid and base. They are made using 2mm
B

white lined greyboard and are anti scuff matt laminated
to protect your print.
A

Lid & Base Presentation Boxes
2mm white lined greyboard from £9.48 each

B

MAGNETIC Presentation Boxes
2mm white lined greyboard with magnetic lid from £10.87 each
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RIBBON
Our printed satin ribbon is perfect for gift wrapping,
adding a personalised and luxurious finishing touch!
A remarkable must-have for the Christmas season.
Printed both sides and available in 15mm and 25mm
widths in lengths of 10m, 25m, 50m & 100m.
A

15mm from 41p per metre

B

25mm from 62p per metre

GIFT WRAP

A

Would you like it gift-wrapped? Lovely. Let our
branded gift wrap add the ultimate personal
touch to any package. Printed in fabulous full
colour and available in these sizes.

A

1m ROLL from £6.80 each
3m ROLL from £14.80 each

B

5m ROLL from £21.90 each
B
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C

A

BALLOONS
B

NEW

Get ready to celebrate your winter promotion with our branded balloons. Draw
attention to an event or decorate outdoor space with these
eye-catching additions.
Available in 2 colours, our eco-friendly biodegradable latex balloons can be screen
printed with up to 4 colours, either one side or both sides of the balloon.
A

PRINTED CRYSTAL LATEX BALLOONS
Translucent finish from 11p each

B

PRINTED STANDARD LATEX BALLOONS
Available in a wide range of colours from 10p each

C

CARDBOARD BALLOON HOLDERS from 9p each Other accessories available
7

SANTA SACKS

A

Printed santa sacks add magic and
anticipation to Christmas year after year.
Personalise the sack with edge to edge
printing. No minimum order.
A

SMALL from £12.53 each

B

MEDIUM from £17.14 each

C

LARGE from £27.26

C

C

B
A
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B

A

B

C

STOCKINGS, BAUBLES
& SNOWDOMES
A

STOCKINGS These bespoke printed stockings can be covered
top-to-toe in full colour graphics. Available in red or white, with full
colour print and no minimum order. 200 x 500mm
from £8.29 each

B

BAUBLES Our clear baubles include an 80mm diameter graphic
insert printed both sides and come with a silver string for hanging
from £2.70 each

C

SNOWDOMES Filled with a snow and glitter mix for a magical touch.
Customised with a 62 x 70mm internal graphic printed both sides
from £4.62 each
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LANYARDS
Add some whoosh to your Zoom. Some
wow to your workwear. Or give away
branded lanyards as corporate gifts.
Printed both sides in fabulous full colour.
A

25mm LANYARDS from 59p each

B

20mm LANYARDS from 49p each

C

15mm LANYARDS from 42p each

Lanyard card holders also available

A

C

B

A
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B

C

WRIST BANDS
Our wristbands are a great way to keep admission
to events safe and secure with a personalised
touch. All are extremely tough and waterA

resistant. We have 4 versions to choose from.

B

A

PRINTED STOCK TYVEK WRISTBANDS
Printed in black ink. Choose from 11 bright base
colours from 3p each

B

PRINTED BLACK PAPER WRISTBANDS
Black base colour wristbands can be printed with
white or full colour from 6p each

C

FULL COLOUR PRINTED PAPER WRISTBANDS
Printed full colour one side with a white reverse
from 6p each

D

SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING Paper wristbands come
sequentially numbered as standard

E

SILICONE WRISTBANDS

C

NEW

from 29p each

D

E
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LAPTOP SLEEVES

C

Fully personalised with any full colour
design on the front, these printed neoprene
laptop sleeves are perfect for colleagues and
customers alike. The water-resistant and
durable case has dual zips for easy access.
Supplied with a black back. Available in 3 sizes.

A

10 inch from £13.12 each

B

13 inch from £15.93 each

C

15 inch from £18.22 each

B

A
A
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MOUSE
MATS
Our 3mm thick rubber mouse
mats can be customised with
images, logos or photos. The
mouse mat is printed full
colour. We heat-set to prevent
colour runs and fades meaning
it can be wiped clean with a
damp cloth. 235 x 196mm.
from £4.22 each
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CHARGING PADS
Wireless charging pads make a cool gadget giveaway.
They offer a 55 x 55mm full colour print area for your brand
or logo and allow you to charge your smartphone wirelessly.
Simply connect the device to your computer and place your
smartphone on the pad for a hassle-free charge. The pad also
has 2 USB outputs to create a USB hub. Phone model must
support wireless charging.
from £6.16 each
15

POWER BANKS
Our branded power banks have a
2000 mAh battery capacity and can be
charged in around 2 hours via the USB
cable included. The LED indicator allows
you to see the charging process. They can
be personalised with full colour print on
one side in an 80 x 18mm print area.
From £5.36 each
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WIRELESS EARBUDS
Our wireless Bluetooth earbuds enable you to promote your
brand in a modern and fun way whilst the user gets to listen
to their favourite music on the go! The charging case allows
a 30 x 30mm full colour digital print area for personalisation.
Bluetooth connectivity means no frustrating cables.

From £10.13 each
17

USB STICKS
Give your clients the gift of data
storage with printed USB sticks. We
can optionally pre-load upto 1Gb of
data onto your sticks.
Printed in full colour with 18 body
colours to choose from.

from £2.17 each
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KEYRINGS
Our clear acrylic keyrings have a split metal ring and
include a full colour graphic insert printed both sides.
The perfect giveaway for keeping your details handy.
A

C

B

A

A

REGULAR 35 x 45mm graphic from 61p each

B

LARGE 45 x 70mm graphic from 75p each

C

BOTTLE OPENER 35 x 45mm graphic from 88p each
19

D

B/C

A

F

G
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H

PENS

NEW

Write yourself into their good books with this classic branded
E

giveaway that everyone is happy to receive. Want to freshen it
up? Check out our antibacterial aluminium option. All our pens
are printed in the UK for a speedy turnaround.

I

A

CURVY BALLPOINT PENS from 23p each

B

ALUMINIUM CLICK BALLPOINT PENS from 41p each

C

ANTI-BACTERIAL ALUMINIUM CLICK BALLPOINT PENS
With a silver nano powder additive, which reduces the growth of
bacteria from 39p each

D

SPRAY BALLPOINT PENS With refillable spray from 76p each

E

4 in 1 CURVY STYLUS PEN 3 ink colours – red, black and blue, plus a
stylus tip from 46p each

F

WHEATSTRAW CLICK BALLPOINT PENS from 59p each

G

RECYCLED PET BALLPOINT PENS
In a range of colours from 64p each

H

LIGHT UP PENS from 73p each

I

TRIANGLE SHAPED HIGHLIGHTERS
With yellow, pink and green ink from 88p each
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PLACEMATS
Our heat-resistant wooden hardboard
placemats are finished with a high gloss to
ensure the print is protected.
D
A

SMALL 230 x 190mm from £9.93 each

B

MEDIUM 260 x 200mm from £13.56 each

C

LARGE 320 x 230mm from £14.79 each

COASTERS
Our heat-resistant hardwood
coaster sets are a cost effective way
to be seen. Design each coaster to
be different, or get a matching set.
COASTER SET (PACK OF 4)
C

D

Square 90 x 90mm
from £8.15 per pack

E

Round 90 x 90mm
from £9.13 per pack

B

A
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E

AIR
FRESHENERS

A

Smell is our most powerful sense. It
instantly connects memories. Associate

B

your brand with a fragrance and make
people feel good.
A

CIRCLE from 25p each

B

OVAL from 25p each

C

PORTRAIT RECTANGLE from 25p each

D

CUSTOM SHAPE from 25p each

E

LANDSCAPE RECTANGLE from 25p each

F

SQUARE from 25p each

D

E
C

F

Choose from these tantalising scents:
Apple, Clean & Fresh, Clean Car, Coffee, Cool
Water, Cotton Flower, Cranberry, Cut Grass,
Eagle, Mint, Fruits of the Forest, Ice Noir,

A

F

Oriental Night, Rain Forest, Sport, Spring Water,
Strawberry, Vanilla, Very Berry and Zodiac.

D
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CERAMIC MUGS

CAMPING MUGS

Branded drinkware make a great giveaway to

Get your logo sat on every desk, in every

clients.

meeting and making an appearance on the
morning commute with branded drinkware.

C

A

NEW

B
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A

WHITE CERAMIC MUGS
from £5.26 each

B

TWO-TONE CERAMIC MUGS
from £7.57 each

C

NEW

CAMPING MUGS
from £9.56 each

TRAVEL MUGS
Branded drinkware making an impact
on the desk or on the go.
A

CERAMIC TRAVEL MUGS Double insulated ceramic
mug, printed in full colour on a white base. White
silicone lid. 285ml Capacity from £9.90 each

B

STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL MUGS White stainless
steel travel mug with full colour printable area. Black
handle, base and lid from £12.93 each

A

B
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SPORTS BOTTLES

THERMAL BOTTLES

Water good idea! Our full

Our double-walled stainless steel thermal bottles

colour branded sports

SPORTS BOTTLES
A

bottles are a neat branded
gift to keep your team or
clients hydrated

B

Silver 170(h) x 65mm(d)
from £8.86 each
White 170(h) x 65mm(d)
from £8.86 each

on the go.

have a capacity of up to 510ml and a vacuum lid
system. Suitable for hot and cold drinks.
They can be printed with one colour to a
140 x 80ml area and are available in six
body colours

THERMAL BOTTLES from £7.27 each

A

B
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UMBRELLAS
No one likes a soggy client! We can’t always count
on the sun to make an appearance but we can be
prepared. Keep guests dry with custom branded
umbrellas showcasing your logo.
UMBRELLAS 60” umbrellas with alternating
colour block panels followed by a white panel to print
your logo or graphic. Available in black, red, royal blue
or green from £19.39 each

27

A
A

B

PACKING TAPE
Add seasonal branding to your boxes with
custom printed packing tape. Get your logo
out there and make boxes look the business.

A

B
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A

PACKAGING TAPE Kraft paper tape 48mm x 50m
from £2.78 a roll

B

VINYL TAPE Available in 3 sizes,
and 3 background colours
24mm x 66m from £1.73 a roll
48mm x 66m from £2.84 a roll
72mm x 66m from £4.26 a roll

TOWELS & BLANKETS
Custom printed promotional towels and blankets make a
fun and innovative gift for clients or colleagues. Printed
full colour edge to edge. Heat-set to ensure colour
protection and can be washed at 30 degrees.
A

POOL TOWEL 700 x 1400mm from £14.11 each

B

FACE TOWEL 300 x 500mm from £3.81 each

C

HAND TOWEL 500 x 1000mm from £8.20 each

D

POLAR FLEECE BLANKET

NEW

A

1000 x 1500mm from £20.49 each

B
D

A

C

D
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SOCKS
Looking to treat your staff or customer's
feet? Get your brand travelling in style
with these unisex personalised socks.
Available in 3 sizes, printed edge to edge
with a black toe and heel.
SOCKS 95% Polyester/ 5% Lycra
from £11.58 per pair

30

TIES
These dapper dye-sublimated printed
silk ties are a stylish accessory for any
school, business or team uniform. Also
perfect for special events, they make
great gifts too.
Printed full colour one side with a
white reverse. No minimum order.
From £12.55 each
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CUSHIONS

Plump comfy cushions for pampered
posteriors. Luxurious and smooth
linen fabric, available in two sizes.
Every inch of the design is fully
customisable to match your brand.
A

40cm CUSHION
from £15.63 each

B

60cm CUSHION
from £26.26 each

A

B

A
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B

CHRISTMAS TABLES

C

A

B

A

MOJITO Pop up cocktail table from £294

B

BELLINI Flip cocktail table from £203

C

GUINEVERE Loose tablecloth for 6 foot table from £97

D

ARTHUR 5 5 foot fitted tablecloth from £118

E

ARTHUR 6 6 foot fitted tablecloth from £128

F

ARTHUR JUNIOR Table runner from £64

G

MARGARITA Fabric folding table from £203

E

D

F

G
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FESTIVE DISPLAY STANDS
Our Stage and Curve range of fabric displays make great room
dividers, backdrops or welcoming feature walls. Freestanding,
portable, easy to assemble and machine-washable. When
exhibitions
and events re-open, just buy a replacement cover and you’ve got a
ready-to-go backdrop. All stands come complete with carry bag.

C

B

E

A
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A

STAGE 46 Our widest straight display – a full 4.6m across £701 each

B

STAGE 18 2.3m high by 1.8m wide and a super small footprint £326 each

C

STAGE 30 3m wide straight stand with same 2.3m height £442 each

D

CURVE 30 Elegant 3m width and 2.3m height looks stunning £410 each

E

CURVE 24 Guide people towards a different area with gentle 2.5m wide curve £347 each

D

E

GAZEBOS
We might be spending more time outdoors this winter.
Shelter under our branded Gazebos. They make a great
christmas stall, collection point or Santa’s grotto!
A

Choose from three sizes, then pick your canopy. Lowest
cost is black from £291, with optional printed pelmet
from £346. Or fully print the whole canopy, top and
pelmets. Then add sides - either half height or full
height. Each can be printed one side or both sides.

B

C

D

E

3x6m

A

VICEROY 3m Square 3 x 3m gazebo shown with black canopy
and printed front pelmet from £366 each

B

FULL HEIGHT WALL Add optional full-height walls, which attach
to the frame with velcro straps (included) from £197 each

C

HALF HEIGHT WALL Or add half-height walls, which attach to
the sides with a clip-on aluminium bar (included)
from £160 each

D

MARQUIS 4.5m Fully printed canopy on 3 x 4.5m frame, shown
with full height walls (optional extra) from £1009 each

E

MARQUIS 6m Our widest gazebo is 3 x 6m, shown here with fully
printed canopy and full height back wall (optional extra)
from £1252 each

3x4.5m
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CALENDARS
Behavioural boffins agree, despite online calendars
being a way of life, people love to write stuff down.
Visually plan it all out. Take it all in. Plus, studies show
such activity helps mindfulness and memory.
No matter your budget, calendars are an effective way
to give a branded gift that lasts a whole year. Here’s our
A

B
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CASE CARD CALENDARS
In two sizes complete with acrylic
case and 14 separate cards
250 from £350.55
TENT CARD CALENDARS
Excellent for calendars, essential
phone numbers, and all the
amazing ideas you can think of
250 from £124.45

most popular sellers – fancy something else? Just ask.
C

14 MONTH
CALENDARS Up in
December this year and
they’ll stay up until
January two years later!
That’s 14 months
of advertising
250 from £339.15

E

D

D

A5 WIRO DESK CALENDAR
Give your customers a tangible way to organise their time,
with branded wire-o-bound Desk Calendars
from £1.29 each

E

A4 WIRO WALL CALENDAR
Silk paper wire-o-bound with a hole drilled at the top for
hanging. 12 months to view plus front and rear covers
from £2.37 each
Also available in A3 size from £3.94 each
37

NOTEPADS

A

A rather notable promotional
gift, sat proudly on a client’s
desk. Add a calendar to the page
to make me super useful.
Our new spiral-bound notebooks
can be printed in full colour
throughout, with an optional
polypropylene cover.

WALLPLANNERS

A

NOTEPADS

A5 20 from £102.60

How much would you pay to advertise your
business on a customer’s wall for a whole year?

B

A4 20 from £117.80
A3 20 from £181.45

With a display the size of a plasma TV. What if
you could do it for less than 50p per customer?

B

What?! Wallplanners can do just that.

SPIRAL-BOUND NOTEBOOKS

A5 25 from £5.14 each
A4 25 from £7.51 each

A3 250 from £133.95
Large A2 250 from £173.85
Super A1 “Big Boy” 250 from £304
38

B

NEW

CHRISTMAS CARDS

DELIVERY
INCLUDED

We’ve made it even more affordable to say thanks and
spread some festive cheer. Fast&Festive Christmas
Cards are printed digitally onto 350gsm silk art and
supplied pre-folded.
Or for larger quantities, Premium Silk cards are an even
thicker alternative and supplied flat, ready for folding.
Envelopes available for just 5p each.
A

Get in

A

25
A5 folds to A6

FAST&FESTIVE
50

100

B

PREMIUM SILK

250

500

1,000

full colour one side DICCA50

£51.30 £54.15 £59.85

-

-

-

full colour both sides DICCA54

£56.05 £60.80 £71.25

£124.45

£126.35

£154.85

full colour one side DICCA40

£54.15 £59.85 £72.20

-

-

-

full colour both sides DICCA44

£60.80 £71.25 £92.15

£209

£251.75

£354.35

350gsm silk artboard | full process

400gsm silk artboard | full process colour both sides

colour one side or both sides

creased in half | supplied flat | envelopes optional extra

pre-folded | envelopes optional extra

best price above in 10 working days – available in 3 working days, check prices online

A4 folds to A5

B
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MORE COOL FINISHES
A

WINDOPOP A simple shape cut-out from
the front panel reveals part of your design
inside
125 from £96.90

B

STARMARQUE Add sparkle with spot
gloss highlights on the front panel
125 from £130.15

C

SMOOTHWOVE An uncoated finish,
looks classic and understated
– now thicker 350gsm board
125 from £70.30

D

E

B

A

OPULEAF Copper, gold or silver foil
highlights on the front for a festive look
250 from £418

C

VOUCHER CARD Add an extra tear-off
third voucher or discount panel to make
your cards work harder
125 from £156.75

E

D
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GIANT CHRISTMAS CARDS
What a whopper! eCards can only dream of having this much impact.
Give your best clients a massive thank you this year with an
enormous
Giant Card. When January comes, your customers won’t be
forgetting
this card in a hurry!
Printed on a freestanding,
lightweight fluted Correx
board with a dry-wipe
laminate finish.
GIANT CHRISTMAS CARDS
from £57.95 each
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CUT-OUT FIGURES
Our Cut-out Figures are great for engaging
point-of-sale. Welcome visitors to your store, expo
stand or office with a life-sized cut-out person or
creature. Or make a freestanding display with
words and pictures.
Get any design you like, cut to shape, from as little
as one square metre. Just remember to keep the

C

bottom flat.
A

CHOOSE from 5mm Foamcore or 10mm Reboard.
Full colour one side with slot-in stand.

B

5MM FOAMCORE Total area 1 x 2m, cut to shape
from £84.55 each

C

10MM REBOARD Thicker corrugated board, 1 x
2m and shaped from £122.55 each

D

B
C

FIGURE REAR The back of each display has slots
and a triangular floor stand in matching
board

A
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D

FRAMED PRINTS
Framed prints make beautifully elegant gifts
for the home or office.
Choose from fancy framed prints or
minimalist box-frame canvases for a
memorable gift idea to match every budget.
Just like traditional picture frames, with

A

board back, custom printed insert and acrylic
front.
With a dozen different frame styles to choose
from including gold and black. See the full
range online.

B

A

PREMIUM CANVAS FRAMES
38mm frame, 350gsm canvas from £33.25 each
Budget Canvas Frames also available from £19.80 each

B

MONO MATT BLACK FRAME 25mm from £38.95 each

C

BURLINGTON OLD GOLD FRAME 68mm from £65.55 each

C
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WE PRINT EVERYTHING…

If you can’t see what you want in this brochure...just ask!
Colour It In Ltd
13 Canal Wharf • Bondgate Green • Ripon HG4 1AQ
Tel: 01765 570072 • Email: info@colouritin.co.uk
www.colouritin.co.uk

All prices shown include delivery to one UK mainland address.
Delivery times subject to stock availability. Prices exclude VAT and design.
Prices subject to change and are correct at 18/11/21.
Subject to our terms and conditions.

